Target Vocabulary,
Prefixes \textit{re-}, \textit{un-}, \textit{dis-}

Use what you know about the target vocabulary and prefixes to answer questions 1–10. Fill in the correct answers on the Answer Document.

1 What does the word \textit{talent} mean in the sentence below?
   Kera’s \textit{talent} is that she is a good singer.
   A Favorite thing to do
   B Future career a child hopes to have
   C Natural ability to do something well
   D Imaginary activity someone thinks of

2 What does the word \textit{mood} mean in the sentence below?
   You can tell by the look on Brandon’s face that he is in a bad \textit{mood} today.
   F Use of words
   G Likely to happen
   H Way someone feels
   J Opportunity for change

3 What does the word \textit{peculiar} mean in the sentence below?
   I have never heard anything like that \textit{peculiar} grinding sound.
   A Unusual
   B Awkward
   C Deafening
   D Frightening

4 What does the word \textit{properly} mean in the sentence below?
   Please be sure you pack the boxes \textit{properly}, so the dishes do not break.
   F With supervision
   G Without stopping
   H In the correct way
   J In the quickest way

5 What does the word \textit{intends} mean in the sentence below?
   Orlando \textit{intends} to go to the library after school.
   A Says
   B Plans
   C Likes
   D Wants

6 What does the word \textit{unlikely} mean in the sentence below?
   It is \textit{unlikely} that the movie will start on time.
   F Likely to be true
   G Not likely to occur
   H Likely to happen again
   J More than likely to happen
7 What does the word dislike mean in the sentence below?
I dislike the song that is playing on the radio.
A Enjoy something
B Someone who likes
C The opposite of like
D Not like anyone else

8 What does the word repaint mean in the sentence below?
They will repaint the building.
F Not paint
G Paint again
H People who paint
J The opposite of paint

9 What does the word unwise mean in the sentence below?
It is unwise to ride your bike without a helmet.
A Threatening
B Showing anger
C Lacking wisdom
D Sometimes suitable

10 What does the word refreeze mean in the sentence below?
The water in the bucket will refreeze overnight.
F Melt
G Thaw
H Not freeze
J Freeze again
Story Structure, Selection Test

Think back to the selection “Because of Winn-Dixie” to answer questions 1–10. Fill in the correct answers on the Answer Document.

1. The story takes place —
   A in a school in Texas
   B in a library in Florida
   C in a house in California
   D at a grocery store in Florida

2. Whom does Miss Franny think is at the window?
   F Opal
   G A dog
   H A bear
   J Her father

3. Opal’s main problem is that she —
   A lost her dog
   B does not read well
   C does not have friends
   D dislikes Amanda Wilkinson

4. What did Miss Franny’s father give her for her birthday?
   F A dog
   G A book
   H A dress
   J A library

5. People in town used to make fun of Miss Franny because —
   A she did not read well
   B they liked to make her sad
   C they were jealous of her wealth
   D she said she saw a bear in the library

6. What is special about Winn-Dixie?
   F He can talk.
   G He can read.
   H He can smile.
   J He can dance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 7. At the end of the story, Opal and Miss Franny — | A see a bear  
B become friends  
C walk home together  
D lock Amanda out of the library |
| 8. The reader can tell that Opal — | F wants to move G  
is afraid of bears  
H does not like Amanda  
J wants to be Amanda’s friend |
| 9. What happens after Miss Franny finishes her story? | A Amanda comes into the library.  
B Opal teaches Winn-Dixie a trick.  
C Opal asks her to tell another story.  
D Winn-Dixie comes into the library. |
| 10. The reader can tell that Miss Franny is — | F kind  
G angry  
H clumsy  
J fearless |
## VCV Syllable Pattern

Use what you know about the VCV syllable pattern to answer questions 1–10. Choose the correct way to divide the underlined word into syllables. Fill in the correct answers on the Answer Document.

### Question 1
Please take a moment to check the number on your train ticket.
- A mo•ment
- B mom•ent
- C mo•me•net
- D mom•e•nt

### Question 2
Rudy depends on his older brother to drive him to school.
- F d•epends
- G de•pends
- H dep•ends
- J depe•nds

### Question 3
Shera studied changes in the Earth’s climate.
- A cli•mate
- B clim•ate
- C clima•te
- D cli•ma•te

### Question 4
The factory uses a robot on the assembly line.
- F r•obot
- G ro•bot
- H rob•ot
- J ro•bo•t

### Question 5
How many people will attend the event?
- A ev•ent
- B even•t
- C e•vent
- D ev•e•nt

### Question 6
Hang your clothes in the closet.
- F clo•set
- G cl•oset
- H clos•et
- J cl•os•et

### Question 7
The pilot landed the plane safely.
- A pilo•t
- B pi•lo•t
- C pil•ot
- D pi•lot

### Question 8
The timid cat hid under the bed.
- F ti•mid
- G tim•id
- H timi•d
- J t•imid

### Question 9
We shopped at the local grocery store.
- A loc•al
- B lo•cal
- C lo•ca•l
- D loca•l

### Question 10
The cousins had a nice visit at Thanksgiving.
- F visi•t
- G vi•sit
- H v•isit
- J vis•it
Complete Sentence

Use what you know about complete sentences to answer questions 1–10. Fill in the correct answers on the Answer Document.

1 What is the SIMPLE SUBJECT in the following sentence?
This book contains a collection of poems.
A book  B contains  C collection  D poems

2 What is the SIMPLE SUBJECT in the following sentence?
All of a sudden, the knight left the castle on a horse.
F sudden  G knight  H castle  J horse

3 What is the SIMPLE PREDICATE in the following sentence?
Many tourists visit the Alamo in Texas.
A tourists  B visit  C Alamo  D in

4 What is the SIMPLE PREDICATE in the following sentence?
Domingo and his friends rode their bikes to the zoo.
F Domingo  G friends  H rode  J bikes

5 Which is a fragment?
A The moon orbits Earth.
B Astronauts travel in spaceships.
C Working to build new spaceships.
D Some scientists study Earth and space.

6 Which is a fragment?
F Traveling quickly by airplane.
G People traveled in covered wagons.
H A train was often called a steam horse.
J Many years ago, travel was dangerous and difficult.
7 Which is a fragment?
A Sam has a pet fish. B A snake can be a pet. C A cat can climb a tree. D The dog with the spotted tail.

8 What revision, if any, is needed in sentences 1 and 2?
(1) Josie went outside. (2) Noticed it was starting to snow.
F Josie went outside, noticed. It was starting to snow. G Josie went. Outside noticed. It was starting to snow. H Josie went outside and noticed it was starting to snow. J No revision is needed.

9 What revision, if any, is needed in sentences 1 and 2?
(1) The class went on a field trip to the bank. (2) They watched the bank tellers work.
A The class, went on a field trip to the bank, watched the bank tellers work. B The class went. On a field trip to the bank they watched the bank tellers work. C The class went on a field trip. To the bank they watched. The bank tellers work. D No revision is necessary.

10 What revision, if any, is needed in sentences 1 and 2?
(1) While camping in Big Bend National Park. (2) We saw a mountain lion.
F While camping in Big Bend National Park, we saw a mountain lion. G While camping. In Big Bend National Park, we saw a mountain lion. H While camping, in Big Bend National Park, we saw, a mountain lion. J No revision is necessary.